Nonprofit Cloud
Engage Your Supporters and
Operate More Efficiently

Marketing & Engagement
Find and Engage Lifelong Supporters

Marketing Cloud for Nonprofits
What is Marketing Cloud for Nonprofits? Marketing Cloud for
Nonprofits is a new solution that helps organizations build constituentfirst communications faster, personalized from data in the Nonprofit
Cloud. The result is you can better engage and convert known
supporters, leveraging beautiful, personalized email campaigns. Grow
your reach, but never outgrow your marketing technology.
Webpage
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Fundraising
Create Donor-Centric Experiences

Elevate Batch Gift Entry Credit Card
Processing in NPSP
What is Gift Entry? Gift Entry is a feature within NPSP that allows users
to enter batch and single gifts into the CRM in a way that is accurate, fast,
and flexible.
What’s New? Better integrate CRM and Payments. Organizations can
process credit cards through batch gift entry tool to process credit card
information from Elevate
Webpage

Documentation >

Elevate Google Analytics & Source Code
Tracking and Hidden Fields
What is Elevate? Elevate is a fully integrated solution for fundraising,
consisting of Giving Pages, which are easy to set up, and Payment
Services, which includes a multi-gateway solution that connects to the
Nonprofit Success Pack (NPSP).
What’s New? Identify top-performing Giving Pages with Google
Analytics integration. Add source code tracking into Elevate so data
such as UTM codes can flow into Google Analytics. Hidden fields can
also be used for additional tracking through to NPSP.
Webpage

Documentation >

Elevate Form Field Population From URL
What is Elevate? Elevate is a fully integrated solution for fundraising,
consisting of Giving Pages, which are easy to set up, and Payment
Services, which includes a multi-gateway solution that connects to the
Nonprofit Success Pack (NPSP).
What’s New? Increase donation form conversion. Pre-populate fields
on Giving Pages using parameters in the URL.
Webpage
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Coming in August
Coming soon

Elevate Customization of Ask Ladders: Increase overall donations
with ask ladders that resonate with your donors. Organizations can now
have more flexibility to configure ask ladders.
Elevate Support for Worldpay Express Gateway: Allow for more
integrated payment choices. Elevate now supports Worldpay Express
payment gateway — in addition to Stripe, Authorize.net and iATS.
Accounting Subledger for Any Data Model: Generate accounting
data for any purpose. Connect any object to Accounting Subledger
to share, reconcile, and report to your accounting system. Customers
using our grants products can connect to their accounting data.

Program Management
Amplify Program Impact

Attendance Insights
What is Program Management Module? Program Management
Module provides a standard framework for nonprofits to organize
and manage their program data in Salesforce regardless of volume
or complexity. (Innovation also available in Nonprofit Cloud Case
Management.)
What’s New? Help staff proactively take action by signaling when
a client or participant is at risk due to attendance or participation.
Display aggregate attendance rates about clients or participants and the
programs they are enrolled in. Use trend data to identify which programs
are experiencing low attendance.
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Bulk Service Delivery for Multiple Programs
What is Program Management Module? Program Management
Module provides a standard framework for nonprofits to organize
and manage their program data in Salesforce regardless of volume
or complexity. (Innovation also available in Nonprofit Cloud Case
Management.)
What’s New? Reduce the amount of time spent on data entry
by tracking the same services for multiple participants at once. Take
advantage of additional flexibility to support tracking unique types of
information for different services and pre-populated fields.
Webpage
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Case Plans for Multiple Programs
What is Nonprofit Cloud Case Management? Nonprofit Cloud Case
Management helps organizations scale personalized care to clients
on a platform that helps track services, case plans, notes, incidents,
assessments and outcomes.
What’s New? Make it easier for case managers to more accurately
create case plans by prompting them with pre-configured instructions
and required goals or actions for case plans that vary across multiple
programs. Take advantage of additional flexibility to support tracking
unique data for different goals and action items in case plans across
multiple programs.
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Grants Management
Simplify and Accelerate Grantmaking

Tax Status Verification
What is Grants Management? Grants Management is a product
that helps grantmakers streamline their processes to get critical
funding out to their communities quickly.
What’s New? Save valuable time and steps when verifying the tax
status of grantseekers. Grantmakers can now increase visibility into
the application process by easily verifying the tax status of an
organization directly in Salesforce using Guidestar data and add
commentary with notes.
Webpage
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Application Review & Approval
What is Outbound Funds Module? Outbound Funds Module
provides a standard framework for foundations and nonprofits that
disburse outbound funds to track and manage their funding programs.
What’s New? Unify the application review process in a single system
with the ability to document feedback and recommendations
to keep the decision making process moving. Take advantage of
additional functionality to capture feedback when multiple reviewers
evaluate grant applications.
Webpage
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Community
Built

Outbound Funds Module Grantee Portal
What is Outbound Funds Module? Outbound Funds Module provides
a standard framework for foundations and nonprofits that disburse
outbound funds to track and manage their funding programs.
What’s New? Funders can get a grantee portal up and running
faster and more easily with a pre-built template to help grantees
find and apply for funding, track application status, requirements and
disbursements. A pre-built template configures Experience Cloud,
making implementation easier and faster for organizations.
Webpage
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